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Rationale for dictionaries

I Rather than count words that occur, pre-define words
associated with specific meanings

I Frequently involves lemmatization: transformation of all
inflected word forms to their “dictionary look-up form” —
more powerful than stemming

I Example: General Inquirer codes I, me, my, mine, myself as
self, and we, us, our, ours, ourselves as selves



Well-known dictionaries

I General Inquirer (Stone et al 1966)

I Linquistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC – Penaker et al
2001)

I Regressive Imagery Dictionary (Martindale 1990)



Content analysis dictionary

ECONOMY / +STATE
accommodation
age
ambulance
assist
...

ECONOMY / -STATE
choice*
compet*
constrain*
...

from Laver and Garry (2000) dictionary



As Measurement

Translation. For each word:

P(θ = ‘Pro-State′ |W) P(θ = ‘Anti-State′ |W)

age 1 0
benefit 1 0
. . . . . . . . .
assets 0 1
bid 0 1
. . . . . . . . .



Using a dictionary

For each word Wi in a document

I If Wi is in category j , increment Cj

I Compute category proportions:

θ̂i =
Ci∑
j Cj

I The vector of category proportions is the content



Using a dictionary

A wrinkle in the interpretation: No category K + 1 to catch boring
words —

θi is the proportion of category i , relative to other
categories

There is a category K + 1 to catch boring words —

θi is the proportion of the document devoted to
category i



Connecting CCA content to politics

I We’re usually interested in category proportions per unit
(usually document), e.g.

I How much of this document is about national defense?

I What is the difference of aggregated left and aggregated right
categories (RILE)

I How does the balance of human rights and national defense
change over time?



Inference about content

Statistically speaking, the three types of measures are

I a proportion

I a difference of proportions

I a ratio of proportions

Under certain sampling assumptions we can make inferences about
a population



Inference about proportions

The large sample standard error for the proportion θ̂ is

σ̂ =

√
θ̂(1− θ̂)

N

where N is the length of the text. Works better when

N θ̂ and N(1− θ̂) > 10

Approximate 95% confidence interval is

θ̂ ± 1.96σ̂



Inference about proportions

Example: in the 2001 Labour manifesto there are 879 matches to
Laver and Garry’s +state category

I 0.029 (nearly 3%) of the document’s words

I 0.093 (about 9%) of words that matched any categories

The document has 30825 words, so the first proportion is
estimated as

θ̂+state = 0.029 [0.027, 0.031]

What does this mean?



Inference about proportions

I Think of the party headquarters repeatedly drafting this
manifesto

I The true proportion – the one suitable to the party’s policies –
is fixed but every draft is slightly different

I The confidence interval reflects the fact that we expect long
manifestos to have more precise information about policy

I This interval is computed as if every word was a new
(conditionally) independent piece of of information

I That is probably not true, so it is probably overconfident

I This is a quite general problem. . .



Content Analysis Programs

Yoshikoder (Hamlet, Diction, Textpack, Wordstat, etc.)
LIWC (Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count, Pennebacker)
General Inquirer (Stone et al.)
Alceste (Image corp.)
See Lowe’s review and also Alexa and Zuell (2000).



Content Analysis Programs

Yoshikoder is one of many classical content analysis programs
having a basic handful of functions:

I Category building

I Concordance construction

I Frequency reports

Not as fancy as Wordstat but. . .

I free!

I works with non-english text

I works on all operating systems



Content Analysis Programs

LIWC is both a dictionary and a program (english only)
(one form of this dictionary is translated into Yoshikoder format
and available from www.yoshikoder.org) Mostly used for social
psychology applications
Has an online version
Example:

I Zawahiri vs. bin Laden vs. the world. . . (Pennebaker and
Chung)

http://www.yoshikoder.org
http://www.liwc.net


bin Laden vs. Zawahiri vs. Controls



Content Analysis Programs

The General Inquirer is perhaps the oldest content analysis
program still in existence (1967)
13000 words (and 6336 word sense disambiguation rules)
An online version is available at Maryland
Example:

I speeches from US presidential candidates (2000)

http://www.wjh.harvard.edu/~inquirer/
http://www.webuse.umd.edu:9090/


Negative language

bradley buchanan bush forbes gore mccain
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Positive language
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How to build a dictionary

The ideal content analysis dictionary associates all and only the
relevant words to each category in a perfectly valid scheme
Three issues:

Validity Is the dictionary’s category scheme valid?
Sensitivity Does this dictionary identify all my content?
Specificity Does it identify only my content?



How to build a dictionary

Assume you want to construct an entry for the category ‘Terrorism’
Imagine two different dictionary entries:

I One contains all the words in the language (D1)

I The other contains the word ‘terrorist’ (D2)

D1 is highly sensitive: no language about terrorism is ever missed,
but highly unspecific : terrorism language is swamped
D2 is highly specific : the word occurs in discussions of terrorism,
but highly insensitive: much terrorism language is ignored
Of course, useful dictionaries lie in the middle



How to build a dictionary

Different problems arise with more than one category, e.g.

I ‘Agricultural policy’ vs ‘National security’

Even if the categories themselves are exclusive there is always a
chance a word suitable for one slips into the other category,
Or there are words that are used to describe both topics, e.g.

I ‘revolution’, ‘outbreak’, ‘quarantine’

That is a fact not easily dealt with by CCA. An explicitly statistical
framework is needed.


